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Abstract 
 
     Effects of porosity level and pore morphology on the isotropic elastic responses of unpoled 

porous PZT 95/5-2Nb ferroelectric ceramic are characterized using a simple isotropic elastic 

response model giving relations between the average stresses and strains of the porous ceramic 

and the solid matrix surrounding the pores.  The model parameters depend on the elastic 

properties of the solid ceramic material, volume fraction of pores, and two additional material 

properties that reflect the composition and microstructure of the composite material.  

Measurements of the effective bulk modulus and shear modulus of the porous ceramic, with 

corresponding expressions for these quantities from the response model, allow characterization 

of the additional material properties. It is found that the two material properties reflecting the 

effect of pore morphology and grain size on the elastic response of unpoled porous PZT 95/5-

2Nb ferroelectric ceramics can be expressed in a form that depends explicitly on the porosity 

level and two parameters dependent solely on the pore morphology and ceramic grain size.  Two 

applications of the model are presented: a simple prediction of the effective bulk modulus and 

shear modulus for the porous ceramic as a function of porosity for the pore morphologies and 

grain sizes examined, and a prediction of the effective volume strains, including effects due to 

the ferroelectric to antiferroelectric phase transformation, for the various ceramics during 

hydrostatic pressurization. 
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1. Introduction 

     The ceramic material PZT 95/5-2Nb is a solid solution of lead zirconate and lead titanate 

having a Zr:Ti ratio of 95:5 and where some of the Zr4+ and Ti4+ ion sites in the crystal have been 

replaced, to increase the electrical resistance1 of the ceramic, with Nb5+ by adding 2% niobium 

during processing.  As shown by Fritz and Keck,2 this material undergoes a ferroelectric (FE) to 

antiferroelectric (AFE) phase transformation at roughly 300 MPa when hydrostatically 

compressed.    Rapid release of the bound charge, compensating the remanent polarization of the 

FE phase from electrically poled ceramic by shock compression3,4 into the AFE phase, provides 

a controlled release of charge to drive electric loads. 

     The remanent polarization and fracture toughness of ferroelectric (FE) ceramics5,6 can be 

modified by controlling the grain size and porosity.  While choice of sintering temperature 

provides some control over the grain size and porosity of the ceramic, a more precise control of 

the amount and morphology of the porosity can be achieved by mixing discrete organic pore 

formers into the ceramic powder casts prior to bisque firing.  Tuttle et al.7 have investigated the 

effect of porosity on the pressure induced FE to AFE phase transformation for two variants of 

PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic, having different average grain sizes, fabricated from a common source 

of chemically prepared PZT 95/5 powder with varying amounts of organic rod-like 

microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) particles.  A decrease in the pressure required to drive the 

ceramic into the AFE phase was observed as the porosity of the ceramic increased.  It was 

postulated that if the transformation in the ceramic occurred at a specific value of volumetric 

strain (measured as positive in compression) independent of initial density and roughly equal to 

0.4%, as reported by Zeuch et al.,8 the observed decrease in apparent transformation pressure 

would be consistent with a similar decrease in bulk modulus of the ceramic with increasing 

porosity.  A model to support this conjecture was not presented and it was noted that this 

mechanism would not account for the observed spread in range of pressure required for the 

transformation as porosity of the ceramic increased.  Similar observations on the effect of 

increasing porosity in lowering and increasing the range for the apparent pressure needed to 

produce the FE to AFE phase transformation were reported by Yang et al.9 for ceramic samples 

of varying porosity fabricated from a common source of chemically prepared PZT 95/5 powder 
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and varying amounts of spherically shaped polymethyl methacylate (PMMA) particles with 

diameters ranging from 5 to 40 μm. 

     Montgomery and Zeuch10 presented a specific mechanics based microstructural model to 

account for the effect of porosity on the FE to AFE phase transformation under hydrostatic 

compression for unpoled PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic containing spherical voids.  The model 

demonstrated that the local non-uniform stress field in the solid ceramic material surrounding the 

pores increased with porosity level explaining both the apparent decrease in transformation 

pressure and, with a fixed the orientation dependent phase transformation condition in the solid 

ceramic, spreading in the range of pressure across which the transformation occurs. 

     In this study, the effects of porosity and pore morphology on the elastic response of three 

types of unpoled porous PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic are characterized in the context of a specific 

elastic response model.  The three types of ceramic selected for characterization have a common 

chemical composition but, as described in more detail below, were processed using two different 

organic pore formers and sintering temperatures to produce samples at various porosity levels 

with three different microstructures. 

     First, a model for the elastic response of porous solids is presented in terms of the average 

stresses and strains of the overall porous material and the solid matrix material surrounding the 

pores.  The elastic response of the porous solid is seen to depend on five parameters: the level of 

porosity, two elastic moduli of the solid matrix material, and two parameters that characterize the 

relation between the average strains in the porous ceramic and solid matrix.  These last two 

parameters reflect specific effects of ceramic microstructure such as pore morphology and grain 

size on the elastic response of the porous ceramic.  Relations between the model parameters and 

effective bulk modulus and effective shear modulus for the ceramic that allow characterization of 

the model parameters are then described.  Two simple methods of estimating the effective bulk 

modulus and effective shear modulus of porous materials are discussed in the context of the 

response model used in this study.  Details of model development are given in an appendix to 

this report. 

     A description of model parameter characterization from experimental measurements, 

including details of the materials selected for characterization and a methodology for estimating 

the elastic moduli for the solid matrix material, is given next.  Examination of the effects of pore 

morphology and grain size on the two parameters related to the material microstructure is 
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described, and it is shown that the three types of ceramic examined in this study can be 

characterized by four parameters that are independent of porosity level. 

     As a consistency exercise, the model equations used with the values of material parameters 

obtained from the characterization are shown to provide reasonable estimates for the measured 

values for the effective bulk modulus and effective shear modulus of the materials examined.  A 

more complex application is then provided in which the elastic response model, with a simple 

extension, is shown to provide reasonable predictions for the average volumetric strain of porous 

ceramic undergoing a FE to AFE phase transformation under hydrostatic pressurization. 
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2. An Elastic Response Model for Porous Ceramic 

     Isotropic porous ceramics are often modeled as isotropic linear elastic solids that can be 

characterized by two effective elastic properties.  Implied in this treatment is the assumption that 

variations in the tractions and displacements applied to these materials occur over a length scale 

much larger than the characteristic length scale characterizing the pore morphology in the 

material and that the local fluctuations in stresses and strains within the material average to zero 

so that well defined macroscopic values for effective stresses and strains exist.  However, even 

with these assumptions, an elastic response model for porous ceramic with a richer structure than 

is available by just using effective elastic properties to describe the response can be developed, 

and is useful when it is desirable to explicitly account for porosity, pore morphology effects, and 

phase transformations in the solid ceramic matrix. 

     An elastic response model which gives the average stresses and strains in the porous ceramic 

in terms of explicit porosity measures and the average stresses and strains in the ceramic matrix 

follows directly from a model developed by Hill11 (see Appendix A) to describe the equilibrium 

responses of a discretely reinforced composite material, consisting of perfectly bonded and 

uniformly distributed inclusions in a solid isotropic elastic matrix, by interpreting the inclusion 

phase as stress-free void space. 

Porous Response Model 
     Consider a fixed mass of porous ceramic subject to a uniform average strain field.  Let ρ  

define the average density of that mass of porous ceramic and Sρ  denote the average density of 

the solid ceramic in the matrix defining that mass.  The volume of space occupied by this fixed 

mass of porous ceramic is M ρ  and the volume of space occupied by the solid ceramic of the 

matrix is SM ρ where M the fixed mass under consideration.  Commonly used measures for the 

porosity of the fixed mass of material are the void space volume fraction ϕ  given by 

1
S

ρϕ
ρ

= −  ,                                                            (2.1) 

and the distention ratio α  given by 

Sρα
ρ

=  .                                                              (2.2) 

These measures of porosity have the obvious connection ( )1ϕ α α= − . 
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     The following model equations result from the considerations of Hill (see Appendix A) when 

the inclusions become void space, and are used to represent the elastic response of the porous 

ceramic: 

( )
2

3

2

3

1 or

2

2

S S
ij ij ij ij

S S S
ij S S kk ij S ij

S
ij S S kk ij S ij

K G G

σ ϕ σ α σ σ

σ ε δ ε

ε κ γ ε δ γ ε

= − =

⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

% % % %

% %%

% % %

                                          (2.3) 

The average stress and strain tensors in the porous ceramic are represented by the quantities ijσ%  

and ijε%  respectively.  The average stress and strain tensors in the solid matrix are represented by 

the quantities S
ijσ%  and S

ijε%  respectively, while SK  is the bulk modulus and SG  is the shear 

modulus of the matrix material.  Standard tensor notation is used12 with the indices i  and j  

taking values 1, 2, and 3 corresponding to the three orthogonal directions of a rectangular 

Cartesian coordinate system.  It is worth noting that Carroll and Holt13 present a derivation of 

the first of (2.3) that depends on the representative volume of porous material being in static 

equilibrium. 

     For a specified average strain state ijε% , the second and third of (2.3) provide the average stress 

and strain in the ceramic matrix provided values for the material parameters SK , SG , Sκ , and Sγ  

are specified.  Presumably, both SK and SG are known independently for the material comprising 

the matrix of the ceramic and are independent of any specific microstructure corresponding to 

the porosity and pore morphology.  However, the two parameters Sκ  and Sγ  represent a linear 

transformation between the average macroscopic strain in the porous ceramic and the average 

strain in the solid matrix and therefore, in some sense, represent an equilibrium structural 

response characteristic of the microstructure. Consequently, these two parameters reflect the 

specific microstructure of the porous ceramic and should be expected to depend on the porosity 

and pore morphology as well as the elastic properties of the solid matrix material.  As shown in 

Appendix A, these two parameters can be determined from measured values for the effective 

bulk modulus K  and effective shear modulus G of the particular porous solid of interest through 

the relations 
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( ) ( )3 1 and 2 1S S S SK K G Gϕ κ ϕ γ= − = − .                                (2.4) 

     The average stress in the porous ceramic can be determined from the first of (2.3), at a given 

value for the void space volume fraction, once the average stress in the solid matrix is 

determined from the second and third of (2.3). 

     In many applications, interest is restricted to a single particular porous material, and it 

suffices to measure effective values for K  and G  for use in an effective linear elastic material 

model.  However, if deeper insight into the role of microstructural properties such as porosity 

level and pore morphology are of interest, (2.3) and (2.4) provide an improved framework for 

investigation at a slight increase in complexity. 

Approximations for Sκ  and Sγ  

     An alternate use of the model equations presented above should be mentioned since it 

suggests functional forms for Sκ and Sγ  used in the analysis of data described below.  Many times 

it is desired to estimate the elastic properties of porous materials prior to fabrication or in the 

absence of means to measure effective elastic properties.  The relations (2.3) and (2.4) provide a 

starting point for efforts to develop model based methodologies to estimate SK  and SG . 

     A particularly simple example of an estimate for the effective elastic moduli is provided by 

assuming the average strain in the porous solid and matrix are identical.  This assumption leads 

to 1 3Sκ = and 1 2Sγ = , and gives the following estimates for the effective moduli: 

( ) ( )1 and 1m m
S SK K G Gϕ ϕ= − = − .                                     (2.5) 

The superscript “m” indicates that this result is identical to a prediction obtained using the rule of 

mixtures. 

     A more sophisticated estimate for the effective moduli is provided for dilute concentrations of 

spherical pores in the ceramic matrix and the change in pore configuration is included in the 

approximation.  Eshelby14 considered the elastic response of an isolated inclusion, in the shape 

of an ellipsoid, embedded in a linear isotropic elastic solid whose shape far from the inclusion is 

determined by a uniform strain field, and showed that the strain in the inclusion must be uniform 

and linearly dependent on the far field strain in the surrounding material.  In particular, the 

deformed configuration of an initially spherical void can be determined from a uniform strain V
ijε  

that depends on the far field strain ijε  according to 
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( )1
3

V
ij ij ij ija b bε ε δ ε= − +                                                  (2.6) 

where a and b are parameters that depend on the elastic properties of the surrounding elastic 

material. 

     If the volume fraction of voids is small, then (2.6) may be assumed to represent a linear 

transformation between the average strain field characterizing the configuration of the voids and 

the average strain field of the solid matrix, giving 

( )1
3

V S S
ij ij ij ija b bε ε δ ε= − +% % %                                                  (2.7) 

with  
( )

( )
( )

( )
15 1 5 3 43 4 and

4 7 5 9 8
S S SS S

S S S S

K GK Ga b
G K G

ν
ν

− ++= = =
− +

                          (2.8) 

where Sν is Poisson’s ratio for the solid ceramic matrix.  Using (2.7) and the second of (A.2) [see 
Appendix A] gives  

                             ( ) ( ) ( ){ }11 1 1
3

S V S S
ij ij ij kk ij ija b bε ϕ ε ϕ ε ϕ ε δ ϕ ε⎧ ⎫= − + = − + + −⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭
% % % % % .                  (2.9) 

The third of (2.3) and (2.9) are compatible when 

( ) ( )
1 13 and 2

1 1 1 1S sa b
κ γ

ϕ ϕ
= =

+ − + −⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
.                          (2.10) 

Substituting these expressions for Sκ and Sγ into (2.4) give the following estimates for the 

effective moduli 

  ( )
( )

( )
( )

1 1
and

1 1 1 1
D S D SK G

K G
a b
ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ
− −

= =
+ − + −⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

.                            (2.11) 

The superscript “D” indicates these estimates were formed assuming a dilute suspension of voids 

in the solid matrix.  Algebraic manipulation of (2.11) recovers the following approximate 

expressions for the effective bulk modulus and shear modulus for a porous solid containing 

different sized spherical pores derived in a different fashion by MacKenzie15 

           ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )3 23 1 5 3 4 11 and
4 8 9

S S S

S S S S S

G G G K
O O

K K G G G K
α αα ϕ ϕ

α
− − + −

= + + = +
+

.   (2.12) 
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3. Characterization of Three Types of Porous PZT 95/5-2Nb Ceramic 

     The porous ceramic model described above is now characterized for three types of unpoled 

porous PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic.  These porous ceramic materials were selected because they were 

fabricated under well controlled processing conditions from common lots of PZT powder with 

the chemical composition,7,9 Pb0.996(Zr0.953Ti0.047)Nb0.018O3, and varying amounts of added 

organic pore former.  Compositions9, denoted P1350, were fabricated at three levels of porosity, 

all less than 15%, by adding varying amounts of the PMMA spheres ranging in diameter from 40 

to 120 μm to the ceramic material and firing at 1350°C.  Compositions7, denoted M1345, having 

a nominal grain size of 15 μm were fabricated at four levels of porosity, each less than 15%, by 

adding varying amounts of the MCC rods ranging in size from 5 to 70 μm to the ceramic 

material and firing at 1345°C.  Compositions7, denoted M1275, having a nominal grain size of 

10 μm were fabricated at three levels of porosity, again all less than 15%, by adding varying 

amounts MCC rods to the ceramic material and firing at 1275°C.  The composition types M1275 

and M1345 provide a means to examine effects of grain size on elastic response for similar pore 

morphologies since the same organic pore was used and only sintering temperature was varied.  

The composition types M1345 and P1350 provide a means to examine the effect of pore 

morphology on the elastic properties for porous ceramics made using different types of organic 

pore formers yet having nearly the same grain size due to the similarity of the sintering 

temperature used in fabrication. 

Effective Property Measurements for Unpoled Porous PZT 95/5-2Nb 
     Densities of the porous ceramic samples were determined using the Achimedes technique 

while longitudinal and shear wave speeds were measured across opposing parallel faces of 

samples using pulse-echo or time-of-flight techniques with effective values for elastic moduli 

calculated assuming an elastically isotropic unpoled ceramic.9  The values for the effective 

density, bulk modulus, and shear modulus for samples of the unpoled porous PZT 95/5-2Nb 

specimens with less than 15% void volume fraction are listed in Table 1.  The values in Table 1 

for the effective bulk modulus of M1345 and M1275 are as reported7 while corresponding 

effective shear modulus was derived from the effective bulk modulus and the average of values 

for Young’s modulus.  Only samples of M1345 and M1275 actually containing the MMC pore 

former are listed since the processing history for two higher density samples reported, without 
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added pore former, must necessarily be different.  The values for the effective bulk modulus and 

effective shear modulus for the samples fabricated using the PMMA pore former were calculated 

from averages of reported stiffness values (see Table 2 of Yang et al. 9).   The values of void 

volume fraction and distention ratio for each sample were calculated from (2.1) and (2.2) 

assuming the solid matrix has theoretical density of 8.03 g/cm3. 

TABLE 1. Properties for unpoled porous PZT95/5-2Nb ceramic samples. 

    Sample            Density             ϕ                 α                 K                 G  
     Type               (kg/m3)                                                  (GPa)           (GPa) 
 

P1350               7366             0.080           1.087            68.3              47.9 
P1350               7145             0.108           1.121            63.5              44.7 
P1350               6940             0.134           1.155            59.1              41.9 

M1345              7714             0.037           1.038            72.8              51.7 
M1345              7650             0.045           1.047            70.5              49.5 
M1345              7393             0.077           1.083            63.4              45.9 
M1345              7121             0.111           1.125            53.6              39.7 

M1275              7626             0.048           1.050            71.0               50.4 
M1275              7393             0.077           1.083            64.0               46.6 
M1275              7121             0.111           1.125            55.5               41.7 

 

Model Parameter Characterization for Unpoled Porous PZT 95/5-2Nb Samples 
     In addition to the void volume fraction, four additional material constants are needed to 

characterize the model equations. For many porous materials, such as foamed metals, the bulk 

modulus and shear modulus of the solid matrix material are known from independent 

measurements on the solid, and consequently only the parameters Sκ  and Sγ  need to be 

determined.  However, for the unpoled porous PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic the bulk modulus and 

shear modulus of the solid ceramic matrix are not known because it is not easy to fabricate large 

samples without porosity due to the conditions used in sintering the material.  Fortunately there 

are enough measurements at different levels of porosity on the three types of unpoled porous 

PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic to establish reliable estimates for the bulk modulus and shear modulus of 
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the solid matrix using the expressions for the effective moduli and extrapolation to a vanishing 

level of porosity.  Note that (2.4) can be written 

1 1 1 1and
3 2S S S SK K G G

α α
κ γ

= = .                                       (3.1) 

      

     Figures 1 and 2 show values for the inverses of the effective bulk modulus and effective shear 

modulus for each type of unpoled porous PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic at the corresponding distention 

ratio with linear least square fits to the data that appear to converge to nearly common values as 

the level of porosity vanishes ( 1α → ).  Since 1 3Sκ → and 1 2Sγ →  as 1α → , estimates of SK  

and SG  follow directly from the linear least squares fits at 1α = .  Averaging the values for each 

type of porous ceramic gives a solid bulk modulus of 86.7 GPa and a shear modulus of 58.9 GPa 

for solid PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic.  Since the individual values for each type of porous ceramic are 

within 2% of the average for the solid bulk modulus and 0.5% of the average for the solid shear 

modulus, it is reasonable to use these values for solid PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic independent of the 

specific type of pore former and processing history used to fabricate the ceramic.  

α
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K

 - 
 ( 
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P1350

 
Fig. 1  Variation of 1 K with distention ratio for the three PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic 

types.  Linear least squares fits to measure values (symbols) for each type of 
ceramic are indicated by the lines.
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     The values of Sκ and Sγ  needed to complete the characterization the elastic response model 

given by (2.3) can be calculated directly from (2.4) for each sample of porous ceramic examined 

and are listed in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. Values of Sκ  and Sγ for unpoled porous PZT95/5-2Nb samples. 

      Sample     Density (kg/m3)     ϕ                 α               Sκ                Sγ  
 

P1350             7366             0.080           1.087          0.285          0.442 
P1350             7145             0.108           1.121          0.274          0.425 
P1350             6940             0.134           1.155          0.262          0.411 

M1345            7714             0.037           1.038          0.291          0.456 
M1345            7650             0.045           1.047          0.284          0.440 
M1345            7393             0.077           1.083          0.264          0.422 
M1345            7121             0.111           1.125          0.232          0.379 

M1275            7626             0.048           1.050          0.287          0.449 
M1275            7393             0.077           1.083          0.267          0.428 
M1275            7121             0.111           1.125          0.240          0.398 

 

α
1.00 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16

1/
G

 (G
Pa

-1
)

0.016

0.018

0.020

0.022

0.024

0.026

0.028

M1345
M1275
P1350

 
Fig. 2  Variation of 1 G with distention ratio for the three PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic 

types.  Linear least squares fits to measure values (symbols) for each type 
of ceramic are indicated by the lines. 
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Effects of Porosity, Pore Morphology, and Grain Size on Model Parameters 
     The values for ϕ , Sκ , and Sγ , listed in Table 2, with the elastic properties ( 86.7SK ≈ GPa 

and 58.9SG ≈ GPa ) characterizing the solid matrix provide the parameters needed to use (2.3) in 

describing the elastic response of the samples examined.  It is evident that the specifics of 

microstructure (pore morphology and grain size) for these porous ceramics are reflected in the 

two parameters Sκ and Sγ .  Effects on the parameters Sκ and Sγ  due to pore morphology, grain 

size, and porosity level can be examined. 

     Recall that the dilute suspension approximation for these parameters given by (2.10), 

depended explicitly on the pore volume fraction and two constants that were determined from the 

elastic properties of the solid matrix and the spherical geometry assumed for the pores.  Using 

(2.10) as a guide, we assume that Sκ  and Sγ  can be written in the form 

1 11 and 1
3 2S S

A Bϕ ϕ
κ γ

− = − =  .                                       (3.2) 

Note that setting 1A a= −  and 1B b= −  in (3.2) recovers (2.10).  Using the data in Table 2 to 

form a linear least squares fit, constrained to pass through 1 3Sκ =  and 1 2Sγ =  when 0ϕ = , 

provides the values for A and B shown in Table 3 for each of the three types of porous unpoled 

PZT 95/5-2Nb. 

 

TABLE 3. Model parameters for three types of porous PZT 95/5-2Nb. 

            Material               SK               SG               A                 B  
              Type                 (GPa)            (GPa) 

 

P1350                  86.7              58.9              2.04              1.63 

M1345                 86.7              58.9              3.78              2.74 

M1275                 86.7              58.9              3.41              2.28 
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     Figures 3 and 4 show the least square fits of the functional form (3.2) to the data listed in 

Table 3.  As seen in Figures 3 and 4, reasonable fits to the experimental data can be achieved 

with constant values for A and B.  Consequently, to a good approximation, these parameters can 

be regarded as independent of porosity and primarily reflect the effect of pore former type and 

sintering temperature.  It is evident that ceramic material fabricated with the MCC pore former is 

characterized by larger values of A and B than ceramic material fabricated using the PMMA pore 

former, and that while the values of A and B are similar for the two materials fabricated using the 

MCC pore former, there is a discernable effect on the values of these parameters due to sintering 

temperature, with the values of both parameters being larger for the material sintered at 1345 °C 

which produces a somewhat larger average grain size. 
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 Fig. 3  Linear least squares fits to measured data for the three types of porous 
PZT 95/5-2Nb examined.  Values of A for each type of ceramic are given 
by the slopes of the least square fits. 
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Fig. 4  Linear least squares fits to measured data for the three types of porous 
PZT 95/5-2Nb examined.  Values of B for each type of ceramic are given 
by the slopes of the least square fits. 
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4. Response Model Applications 
     Linear elastic responses for three types of unpoled porous PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic have been 

characterized for void volume fractions 0.14ϕ ≤ using the following equations: 

( )

[ ]

[ ]

2

3

2

3

1

2

2

1
3 1

1
2 1

S
ij ij

S S S
ij S S kk ij S ij

S
ij S S kk ij S ij

S

S

K G G
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σ ϕ σ

σ ε δ ε

ε κ γ ε δ γ ε

κ
ϕ

γ
ϕ

= −

⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

=
+

=
+

% %

% %%

% % %
                                           (4.1) 

These equations depend explicitly on void volume fraction and with the four additional 

parameters SK , SG , A , and B  (listed in Table 3) describe the linear elastic response of the three 

types of unpoled porous PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramics examined in this report.  The elastic moduli, 

SK  and SG , are common to all three types of porous ceramic.  The remaining two parameters A 

and B reflect microstructural differences in the ceramic produced during fabrication due to the 

use of one of two types of organic pore former and a change in grain size reflecting the sintering 

temperature.  Two applications using (4.1) are presented below. 

Effective Elastic Moduli 
     Substituting the last two of (4.1) into (2.4) gives the following predictions for the effective 

bulk modulus and effective shear modulus of the porous ceramic at various void volume 

fractions: 

( )
[ ]

( )
[ ]

1 1
and

1 1
S SK G

K G
A B

ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ

− −
= =

+ +
.                                  (4.2) 

The continuous curves in Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the variations of effective bulk modulus and 

effective shear modulus with void volume fraction across the range 0 0.15ϕ≤ ≤  predicted using 

(4.2) and the model parameters in Table 3.  It is evident that the effective moduli decrease with 

increasing void volume fraction for all three ceramic formulations. 
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Fig. 6  Effect of void volume fraction on the effective shear modulus for porous 

PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic.  The lines result from using (4.2) with parameters 
from Table 3 while measured values are indicated by the symbols. 
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Fig. 5  Effect of void volume fraction on the effective bulk modulus for porous 

PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic.  The lines result from using (4.2) with parameters 
from Table 3 while measured values are indicated by the symbols. 
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It is also seen that the type of pore former used to fabricate the ceramic has the most significant 

effect on the effective moduli.  Figures 5 and 6 show that for a common void volume fraction, 

the ceramic fabricated using the spherical PMMA pore formers is stiffer than the two ceramics 

fabricated using the MCC pore former.  The effect of grain size on the elastic moduli produces a 

less significant difference in material responses as illustrated by the effective moduli curves for 

the ceramics M1345 and M1275, both fabricated using the MCC pore former, but sintered at 

different temperatures to produce similar materials with different average grain sizes.  These 

results indicate that PZT 95/5-2Nb is more compliant as the grain size increases. 

Hydrostatic Compression: Ferroelectric to Antiferroelectric Phase Transformation 

     Zeuch et al.16 have examined the mechanical response of porous FE ceramics undergoing a 

transformation from the FE to AFE phase under hydrostatic compression and Figure 7 illustrates 

a typical volumetric strain response as the applied pressure on porous PZT 95/5-2Nb is increased 

at a constant rate.  As can be seen, the volumetric strain, which is reckoned as positive in 

compression, shows an initial increase proportional to pressure until the onset of the FE to AFE 

phase transformation.  Since the specific volume of the AFE phase is smaller than the specific 
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Fig. 7  Average volume strain as applied pressure is increased for two 

ceramics (HF424 and HF453) having different porosities. 
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volume of the FE phase, the volume strain accumulates very rapidly with pressure through the 

phase transformation.  As the pressure continues to increase, the phase transformation nears 

completion and the volume strain again shows an increase proportional to the increase in applied 

pressure.  The response curves shown in Figure 7 were obtained for a PZT 95/5 composition 

(HF424) fabricated without any organic pore former or added niobium and a PZT 95/5-2Nb 

composition fabricated with a spherical PMMA pore former.  In the following, the model 

developed above is used to examine the response of porous ceramic whose solid matrix 

undergoes an FE to AFE phase transformation under hydrostatic compression.   

     Since it is assumed that the average stress and strain tensors describing the porous ceramic 

under an applied hydrostatic pressure loading are well represented as hydrostatic, the off-

diagonal components of the stress and strain tensors vanish and all diagonal components are 

equal.  We therefore have: 

12 23 13 11 22 33

12 23 13 11 22 33

12 23 13 11 22 33

12 23 13 11 22 33

0
0 3
0

0 3

V
S S S S S S S

S S S S S S S
V

P
e
P

e

σ σ σ σ σ σ
ε ε ε ε ε ε
σ σ σ σ σ σ
ε ε ε ε ε ε

= = = = = = −
= = = = = = −
= = = = = = −
= = = = = = −

% % % % % %

% % % % % %

% % % % % %
                                (4.3) 

Here P  is the pressure in the porous ceramic and is equal to the applied pressure on the porous 

ceramic, SP  is the pressure in the solid matrix, Ve  is the magnitude of the volumetric strain in 

the porous ceramic, and S
Ve  is the magnitude of the volumetric strain in the solid matrix.  

Substitution of (4.3) into (4.1), and replacing ϕ  with α , gives 

 

( )1 1 .

S

S S
S V

S
V V

P P
P K e

e A e

α

α α

=
=

= + −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦

                                                 (4.4) 

     It is reasonable to expect that the phase transformation between the FE and AFE phases 

depends only on conditions within of the solid matrix of the porous ceramic.  A common 

assumption is that the phase transformation occurs when the average pressure in the solid matrix 

reaches a critical fixed value, S
TP , called the hydrostatic transformation pressure.  As long as the 

average pressure in the solid matrix is less than S
TP the material will remain in the FE phase, but 

when the average pressure in the solid matrix exceeds the transformation pressure, the material 
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transforms to the AFE phase.  If we set S S
TP P=  in the first of (4.4), the following expression for 

the critical applied pressure, TP , at which a porous ceramic transforms into the AFE phase is 

obtained  

( )1 S
T TP Pϕ= − .                                                          (4.5) 

The observation that the apparent transformation pressure for porous PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramics 

decreases as the porosity of the ceramics increase is clearly consistent with an assumption that 

the phase transformation occurs at a fixed value for the pressure in the solid matrix.  It is not so 

clear that an effect due to microstructure should be absent in (4.5).  The second and third of (4.4) 

can be used to calculate the average volume strain at the onset of the phase transformation and 

yield 

                                     [ ]1 S
T V T Ve A eϕ= + .                                                       (4.6) 

Here S
T Ve is the volume strain in solid FE ceramic at the onset of the phase transformation and is 

given by 

S S
T V T Se P K=                                                            (4.7) 

and it is also assumed that the solid matrix is entirely FE when S
S TP P< .  The result provided by 

(4.6) indicates that the average volume strain of the porous ceramic at the onset of the FE to AFE 

phase transformation will increase as the porosity increases.  Figure 8 illustrates the behavior of 

the effective critical applied pressure and corresponding average volume strain for porous 

ceramic at the onset of the phase transition with varying levels porosity. 

     The estimates for the apparent pressure and average volume strain at the onset of the FE to 

AFE phase transformation were obtained assuming the onset of the transformation could be 

specified using a critical value for the average pressure in the solid matrix.  Zeuch et al.16 

investigated the response of unpoled ceramic to non-hydrostatic stress and observed that the 

assumption that a critical value of the mean stress for the onset of the phase transformation did 

not hold in general, and they proposed that the onset of the FE to AFE phase transformation must 

depend on the complete stress state and the crystallographic orientations of the FE domains in 

the ceramic grains.  Montgomery and Zeuch10 proposed the specific condition that a 
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transformation of a FE domain to the AFE phase will occur when the normal stress (reckoned as 

positive in compression) on a plane perpendicular to the direction of the spontaneous 

polarization, FDσ  in the FE domain exceeds a critical value, S
TP .  This condition reverts to a 

critical value of pressure for hydrostatic loading on the ceramic, and also explains transformation 

behavior observed during non-hydrostatic loading.16  In order to apply this more general 

transformation condition in the analysis of unpoled porous PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic response, 

some generalization of the elastic response model presented above and a means of estimating 

stress variations in the vicinity of a pore are now developed. 

      

     It is assumed that the solid matrix is a mixture of the FE and AFE phases in pressure 

equilibrium.  It is convenient to work with the average specific volume of the solid matrix Sυ  

which is simply the inverse of the average density, i.e., 

1S Sυ ρ= .                                                             (4.8) 

Since the solid matrix is a mixture of the FE and AFE phases, (4.8) can be written 

( )1S F AF Fυ υ υ= + −                                                     (4.9) 
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Fig. 8  Model predictions for the pressure and average volume strain at the start 

of the FE to AFE phase transformation for porous PZT 95/5-2Nb 

ceramics. 
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where Fυ  and Aυ  are the average specific volumes of the FE and AFE phases and F is the mass 

fraction of the solid matrix in the FE phase.  The average specific volumes 0Fυ  and 0 Aυ  are 

associated with pressure free states for the FE and AFE phases.  The average pressures in the FE 

and AFE phases are assumed to be linear in average volume strain, i.e., 

andF F A A
S F V S A VP K e P K e= =                                           (4.10) 

where K represents the bulk modulus, SP  represents the pressure in the solid components of the 

mixture and the superscript or subscript “F” and “A” denote the quantity is associated with the 

FE or AFE phase.  The linear elastic volume strains in the FE and AFE phase are12 

 ( ) ( )0 01 and 1F A
V F F V A Ae eυ υ υ υ= − = − .                                 (4.11) 

     Since pressure equilibrium between the FE and AFE phases implies 
F A S

S SP P P= = ,                                                        (4.12) 

the relations (4.9), (4.10), and (4.11) may be combined to give the following replacement for the 

second of (4.4): 

                   ( ) ( )0 0

0 0 0

1 1 1 1
S

S S A A F
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F F F A F

K Pe F F F
K K

υ υ υ
υ υ υ
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⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
.          (4.13) 

     In order to use (4.13), a means of calculating F during the loading is required.  Earlier it was 

assumed that the transformation occurs when the pressures in the solid matrix reaches a fixed 

value, S
TP , called the hydrostatic transformation pressure.  As long as the pressure in the solid 

matrix is less than the hydrostatic transformation pressure the material remains in the FE phase 

and 1F = .  However, when the pressure in the solid matrix exceeds the transformation pressure 

the solid matrix transforms into the AFE phase and 0F = .  The addition of (4.13) into the model 

allows calculation of the average volume strain as the material transforms into the AFE phase.  

However, the observed spreading of the transformation across a range of pressure is still not 

predicted. 

     The more general phase transformation condition described above is considered next.  The 

calculation of F for an applied stress loading will depend on the stress fluctuations and FE 

domain orientation distributions in the ceramic grains.  Currently, there is no well defined 

computational or experimental methodology available to determine the dependence of F on the 
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applied pressure for complex ceramic microstructures.  Simulations may provide reasonably 

accurate calculations for the FE mass fraction provided appropriate representations of ceramic 

microstructure are available, but there currently appears to be no tested computational 

methodology.  Alternately, it may be possible to find a reasonable representation for F by using 

the first and third of (4.4) in conjunction with (4.13) and well defined experiments that include 

carefully selected unload-reload cycles during hydrostatic pressure loading. 

     Montgomery and Zeuch10 demonstrated an approximate method to estimate the FE mass 

fraction using the normal stress based transformation condition and a micromechanical model to 

represent the local stress variations in the vicinity of a void.  The stress equilibrium for a hollow 

sphere loaded on the outer surface by an applied hydrostatic pressure was selected to represent 

the non-uniform stress distribution in the vicinity of a spherical void.  The inner and outer radii 

of the sphere can be selected to give a desired distention ratio.  The solid portion of the sphere 

was assumed to be in the FE phase with directions of spontaneous polarization for the FE 

domains distributed uniformly in space.  By using the normal stress based transformation 

condition and the non-uniform stress state in the sphere wall, the mass fraction at any point in the 

wall was calculated as a function of the applied pressure.  Integration of the mass fraction across 

the sphere wall then yielded the following analytic expression (where the change of variable 

( )S
TW P Pα=  is used to simplify the expression) for the FE mass fraction of the hollow sphere:  
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       (4.14) 

     Lacking a better estimate for F, we use (4.14) and the first of (4.4) to calculate the average 

volume strain in the solid matrix surrounding pores.  Then, if we further assume the interaction 

between the average volume strain in the solid matrix and average volume strain of porous 

ceramic is not changed due to the phase transformation, the average volume strain of the porous 
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ceramic can be estimated using the third of (4.4).  Predicted volume strains for various distention 

ratios as a function of applied pressure for the ceramic types P1350 and M1345 are shown in 

Figures 9 and 10. 

     The reference values for the specific volumes of the FE and AFE phases were estimated from 

chemical composition and unit cell dimensions17 of the FE and AFE phases yielding 

0 0.1245Fυ ≈ g/cm3 and 0 0.1238Aυ ≈  g/cm3.  The bulk modulus of the AFE in the solid matrix 

used in the estimate shown in Figures 9 and 10 was taken AK ≈  122.3 GPa.  An improved 

estimate of AK  could be obtained from experimental data but is not required for the purpose of 

this study. 
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Fig. 10  Model predictions for the average volume strain, including the FE to 

AFE phase transformation, with increasing applied pressure of porous 

P1345 ceramic at four different distention ratios. 
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Fig. 9  Model predictions for the average volume strain, including the FE to AFE 

phase transformation, with increasing applied pressure of porous P1350 

ceramic at four different distention ratios.
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5. Summary 
     The effects of porosity and pore morphology on the elastic properties of three types of 

unpoled PZT 95/5-2Nb have been characterized in this study.  It was found possible to 

characterize each of the three types of ceramic by using four material properties and the porosity.  

The bulk modulus and shear modulus of solid PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic, which provide two of the 

material properties, are common to all three type of porous ceramic examined, and a method of 

estimating reasonable values for these two properties was described.  The other two material 

properties are different for each ceramic type and reflect effects due to ceramic microstructure.  

It was seen that pore space morphology produces a significant effect with ceramic material 

fabricated using PMMA spheres being stiffer than ceramic material fabricated using the rod-like 

MCC pore former.  It was also observed that processing differences effected the elastic 

properties, even though the ceramics were fabricated using the same pore former.  The two 

ceramics made using the rod-like MCC pore former showed slight differences in elastic 

properties when processed at different sintering temperatures resulting in similar microstructures 

characterized by different average ceramic grain sizes.  The material with a larger average grain 

size showed slightly more compliant elastic properties. 

    The analysis of these ceramic materials was enabled by developing a specific elastic response 

model for porous material.  The model was structured to depend explicitly on the level of 

porosity, two elastic moduli of the solid PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic matrix, and two additional 

parameters that reflect the microstructure of the ceramic.  It was found possible to separate the 

effect of porosity level from the effects of pore morphology and grain size by assuming a 

specific dependence on porosity level for the two additional parameters, and this observation 

allowed the elastic response for the three types of unpoled porous PZT 95/5-2Nb to be described 

by the relations (4.1) and the values listed in Table 3.  Based on the observations of this study, it 

appears that if fabrication of porous PZT 95/5-2Nb ceramic is well controlled, model parameter 

characterization could be performed at a single porosity value and reliably extrapolated to other 

values.  It would be interesting to investigate other porous materials for a similar 

characterization. 

    The elastic response model was shown to provide reasonable estimates for the effective bulk 

modulus and effective shear modulus values measured for the three types of unpoled porous PZT 

95/5-2Nb ceramic characterized indicating consistency of the methodology used in this study.  
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Finally, a simple extension of the elastic response model was introduced to allow treatment of 

the FE to AFE phase transformation during hydrostatic pressurization.  The volumetric strain 

predicted using the model reflected observed effects due to changing porosity level and indicated 

that effects due to microstructural differences should be observable.  
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Appendix A.  Formulation of an Elastic Response Model for Porous Ceramic 

     A model for the elastic response of discretely reinforced composite solids developed by Hill11 

is used to represent the response of porous ceramic materials in this study.  Development of the 

response model is reviewed here using the assumptions that there is a uniform isotropic 

distribution of elastic reinforcing particles in a uniform elastic matrix and then specialized to a 

form suitable to a porous solid by replacing the particles with empty space.  The review of model 

development is also provided for completeness, since Hill’s description was set forth in a general 

context with many details used in the present study omitted. 

Equilibrium Elastic Responses of Discretely Reinforced Composites 
     The model expresses the average macroscopic elastic response of the composite in terms of 

the volume fraction of the inclusions and the average elastic response of inclusion and matrix 

phases.  The concept of representative volume is fundamental to defining the macroscopic fields 

and properties appropriate to the composite.  A representative volume contains enough of the 

matrix and inclusions to be structurally typical of the composite, so that when uniform surface 

tractions and displacements are applied to the surface of the volume, the apparent elastic 

constants obtained from averages of stresses and strains are independent of the values of the 

applied traction and displacement.  Consequently, while the local values of stress and strain may 

fluctuate rapidly in the space occupied by the constituent phases, a well defined mean value for 

each exists and contributions from the surface irregularities are negligible.  The average values 

of a quantity are defined as the integral of the quantity over a region corresponding to a 

representative volume divided by the volume of the region. 

     The matrix and inclusion phases are taken as isotropic linear elastic solids, and the bulk 

modulus K and shear modulus G are taken as the fundamental pair of elastic constants 

characterizing each material.  The elastic constants for the matrix phase will be designated using 

the subscript ‘1’ and those for the inclusion phase using the subscript ‘2’.  Elastic constants 

without a subscript, as above, will refer to the macroscopic averages for the composite.  Tensor 

suffix notation12 is used to denote the components of the stress ( )ijσ and strain ( )ijε tensors.  The 

stress and strain in the matrix phase will be designated using the superscripts ‘(1)’ and by ‘(2)’ 

for the inclusion phase.  The relations between stress and strain in the constituent materials are 

therefore 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 2 2 2
1 1 1 2 2 2

2 2

3 3
2 and 2 .ij kk ij ij ij kk ij ijK G G K G Gσ ε δ ε σ ε δ ε⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − + = − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
     (A.1) 

     It is evident from the definitions above that the average values of the stress and strain in a 

representative volume are 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2andij ij ij ij ij ijc c c cσ σ σ ε ε ε= + = +% % %% % %                                (A.2) 

where 1c is the fraction of the representative volume containing the matrix phase, 2c is the 

fraction of the representative volume containing the inclusion phase, and the tilde symbol over a 

quantity indicates that it is an average of the quantity over the representative volume.  The 

assumption of perfect bonding between the inclusions and matrix gives the following constraint 

between volume fractions of matrix and inclusion phases 

1 2 1c c+ = .                                                            (A.3) 

Consequently, (A.2) may be alternately written 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 1 2 1

2 2andij ij ij ij ij ij ij ijc cσ σ σ σ ε ε ε ε⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= + − = + −⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦% % % %% % % % .                      (A.4) 

Because the distribution of individual phases in the representative volume of the composite are 

uniform and isotropic, the stress-strain relations given by (A.1) hold for the averages in each 

phase giving, i.e., 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 2 2 2
1 1 1 2 2 2

2 2

3 3
2 and 2 .ij kk ij ij ij kk ij ijK G G K G Gσ ε δ ε σ ε δ ε⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − + = − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
% % % %% %       (A.5) 

    Composite materials comprised of isotropic elastic constituents are not necessarily also 

isotropic.  For example, a composite material might be constructed with a regular cubic array of 

inclusions so that the macroscopic response of a representative volume would be expected to 

have the symmetry of a cubic crystal.  Here it is assumed that the matrix contains a uniform 

isotropic distribution of inclusions so that the expected response of a representative volume of 

the composite is isotropic.  The relation between the apparent stress and strain of a representative 

volume will then be 

2

3
2 .ij kk ij ijK G Gσ ε δ ε⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
% %%                                              (A.6) 

     Equations (A.4) and (A.5) provide relations between average field quantities in the composite 

but require additional information relating average field quantities before they can be used to 

represent the elastic response of the composite in terms of the volume fraction of the inclusions 
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and elastic properties of the matrix and inclusion phases.   Suppose that for the range of loadings 

of interest the average strains in the matrix and inclusion phase are uniquely related to the 

average strain for the representative volume according to 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2and .ij ijkl kl ij ijkl klA Aε ε ε ε= =% % % %                                          (A.7) 

The tensors ( )1
ijklA and ( )2

ijklA reflect characteristics of the composite since they will depend on the 

volume concentrations and microstructure of matrix and inclusions.  Substituting (A.7) into the 

second of (A.2) provides a specific constraint between the components of ( )1
ijklA and ( )2

ijklA : 

( ) ( )1 2
1 2 .ijkl ijkl ik jlc A c A δ δ+ =                                                    (A.8) 

Presuming that the transformations between average strains given by (A.7) maintain isotropy of 

the composite implies that both ( )1
ijklA and ( )2

ijklA are fourth-order isotropic tensors, and 

since ij jiε ε=% % , the simplest representations for ( )1
ijklA and ( )2

ijklA  allowed that maintains isotropy12 

are 

( ) ( )1 2
1 1 1 2 2 2

2 2

3 3
2 and 2ijkl ij kl ik jl ijkl ij kl ik jlA Aκ γ δ δ γ δ δ κ γ δ δ γ δ δ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − + = − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
.    (A.9) 

The parameters 1,κ 2 ,κ 1,γ  and 2γ will depend on volume concentrations and microstructure of 

matrix and inclusions, and provide parameters for characterization of the composite in addition 

to the elastic properties of the constituent materials.  Substituting (A.9) into (A.7) gives 

( ) ( )1 2
1 1 1 2 2 2

2 2

3 3
2 and 2 .ij kk ij ij ij kk ij ijε κ γ ε δ γ ε ε κ γ ε δ γ ε⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − + = − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
% % % % % %            (A.10) 

The constraint of (A.8) then yields 

1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
1 1and
3 2

c c c cκ κ γ γ+ = + = ,                                  (A.11) 

and implies that only one of the parameter sets ( 1 2,κ κ ) and ( 1 2,γ γ ) is independent.  Selecting 

the parameter pair ( 1 1,κ γ ) as independent gives 

1 1 1 1
2 2

2 2

1 3 1 2
and

3 2
c c
c c

κ γ
κ γ

− −
= = .                                     (A.12) 

Since the average strain in the matrix and composite must be the same when there are no 

inclusions in the composite, (A.3) and (A.11) imply that 13 1κ = and 12 1γ = when 2 0.c =  
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    Equations (A.4), (A.5), (A.10) and (A.12) provide a complete description for the average 

elastic response of the composite once the average strain in the composite as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

1 2 1
2

1 1 1
1 1 1

2 2 2
2 2 2

1
1 1 1

2
2 2 2

2 1
2

2

2 1
2

2

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

2

2

2

1 3 1
3

1 2 1
2

ij ij ij ij

ij kk ij ij

ij kk ij ij

ij kk ij ij

ij kk ij ij

c

K G G

K G G

c
c

c
c

σ σ σ σ

σ ε δ ε

σ ε δ ε

ε κ γ ε δ γ ε

ε κ γ ε δ γ ε

κ
κ

γ
γ

⎡ ⎤= + −⎣ ⎦
⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

− −
=

− −
=

% % % %

% %%

% %%

% % %

% % %

                                       (A.13) 

In addition to the volume fraction of the inclusions, six parameters are needed to use (A.13) to 

determine the elastic response of the composite.  The four parameters 1 ,K 1 ,G 2 ,K and 2G are 

the elastic properties of the inclusion and matrix phases and, consequently, may be determined 

independent of the composite.  The two remaining parameters 1κ and 1γ relate the average 

strain in the composite to the average strain in the matrix and, consequently, must reflect effects 

of the composition and microstructure on the elastic response. 

     The effective elastic properties of the composite material may be used to determine the 

parameters 1κ and 1γ needed in the response model above.  Expressions for the effective elastic 

properties of the composite may be obtained by substituting (A.5) with (A.10) into the first of 

(A.2) yielding 

( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
4

3
3 4ij kk ij ijc K c K c G c G c G c Gσ κ κ γ γ ε δ γ γ ε⎧ ⎫= + − + + +⎨ ⎬
⎩ ⎭

% %% . (A.14) 

Comparison of (A.6) and (A.14) yields the following correspondence between the effective 

elastic properties for the composite and the parameters appearing in the elastic response model 

( ) ( )1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 23 , 2 .K c K c K G c G c Gκ κ γ γ= + = +                        (A.15) 

Using the constraints of (A.3) and (A.11) in (A.15) yields 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 23 1 and 2 1K K c K K G G c G Gκ γ= + − − = + − −  .        (A.16) 

Equilibrium Elastic Responses of Porous Ceramics 
     The elastic response model for the discretely reinforced composite material can be used to 

describe the equilibrium elastic response of porous ceramic by letting the stiffness of the 

inclusion phase vanish.  Changing the superscript “1” to “S” to indicate the solid ceramic of the 

matrix and letting the stiffness of the inclusion phase vanish, the equations for the average stress 

and strain in the porous ceramic and matrix and solid matrix become 

( )
2

3

2

3

1

2

2

S
ij ij

S S S
ij S S kk ij S ij

S
ij S S kk ij S ij

K G G

σ ϕ σ

σ ε δ ε

ε κ γ ε δ γ ε

= −

⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

% %

% %%

% % %

                                       (A.17) 

Expressions for the average stress and strain in the pore space are not required.  Because the 

average strain in the matrix and porous ceramic must be the same in the limit of vanishing 

porosity the last of (A.17) implies that as 0,ϕ → 1 3Sκ → and 1 2.Sγ →   From (A.16), it is 

clear that the parameters Sκ and Sγ can be determined from the effective elastic moduli of the 

porous ceramic using 

( ) ( )3 1 and 2 1S S S SK K G Gϕ κ ϕ γ= − = − .                            (A.18) 
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